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CORRESPONDENCE
To the Editors of THE CLASSICAL REVIEW.

SIRS,
In your December number (LII. 225)

Mr. W. Beare, reviewing Dr. Laidlaw's mono-
graph on The Prosody of Terence, quotes a
statement of mine to the effect that, metrically
speaking, change of speaker makes no differ-
ence. He comments, quite correctly, 'This
can only mean that Rose would accept both
B.B. [breuis breuians] and elision at change of
speakers, yet would regard them as phonetic
phenomena ; in the case of the line just quoted
[Terence, Heaut. 978] he would have to main-
tain that Syrus shortens the first syllable of
unde simply because Clitipho has just used the
short syllable quid. Does he really believe
this?

I answer: I certainly believe it, otherwise I
would not have said so in an addendum made
on the margin of a friend's typescript. But I
would phrase the matter a little differently,
namely, that Terence shortens the first syllable
of unde because Terence has just used the short
syllable quid. As I see it, all ancient dialogue-
verse has this undramatic quality, that it
proceeds as though there were no changes of
speaker at all (so far, that is, as metre goes)
and everything from beginning to end were
recited by one person,—the poet himself, if we

like to say so. It is a convention, producing
the absurdity, from a realist's point of view (but
no Greek or Roman dramatist was realistic in
details, to the great benefit of their art), that A
will end his speech with an unfinished word,
because he knows, thanks to the author's omni-
science, that B will commence his answer with
a vowel, e.g., Euripides, Phoen. 606 (trochees),
1275 (trimeter); Ar., Wasps, 181 (trimeter),
395 (anapaests); Terence, Heaut. 439 (sena-
rius), Eun. 1023 (iamb, septenarius), Phorm.
1054 (troch. septen.).

Owing to this same metrical continuity,
hiatus is just as carefully avoided at change of
speaker as elsewhere. Greek allows it nowhere,
save for a very few well-known licences ; Latin,
in the hands of the Republican dramatists,
allows it occasionally, but not more at change
of speaker than elsewhere.

If all this is notoriously so, I confess I see no
more difficulty in scanning quid unde when two
speakers say it between them than when one
speaker says both words. I believe the phe-
nomenon to be entirely phonetic, i.e., belonging
to the ordinary spoken language and quite un-
connected with the fact that the language is
here used to make verses ; and this for reasons
given lucidly and at length by my late colleague
W. M. Lindsay. H. J. ROSE.
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